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ABSTRACT
Internet CNN NEWSROOM is a digital video news magazine based on content from
CNN NEWSROOM, an educational news program produced by Turner Educational
Services, Inc. Internet CNN NEWSROOM is automatically generated and distributed
each day. Internet CNN NEWSROOM uses MPEG digital video and is distributed via
the World Wide Web on the Internet. This thesis describes the design and development of
Internet CNN NEWSROOM and its associated automation, and compares it with other
digital video news systems currently available.
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1. Introduction
Digital video and networking technology has progressed to the point where open standards can
be used to build an interactive digital video news magazine. In this thesis, I will develop such a
system and compare it with similar systems currently available. The system I develop will be
used for the Internet distribution of a multimedia version of CNN NEWSROOM, a 15 minute
news program produced by Turner Broadcasting. This effort is being undertaken as part of the
Networked Multimedia Information Services[4] project, which is sponsored by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA), the National Science Foundation (NSF), International
Business Machines, Inc. (IBM), and Turner Broadcasting.
1.1 Literature Review
Much has been written about the "Information Superhighway," or National Information
Infrastructure (NII). While many think of electronic shopping and video on demand as the
"Killer Applications" of the Information Superhighway, at least one study[6] shows that
interactive news and information services may be far more popular.
There is a great deal of activity in the news and information industry preparing for the
"Information Superhighway." In 1995, CNN, with Intel, began offering an interactive, computer
LAN based news service called "CNN at Work." Dow Jones is also currently working with
NYNEX on a "prototype multimedia news distribution service[7]. NBC News is offering a
service called "NBC Desktop Video" that offers several channels of live news and a limited news
on-demand capability[8]. ABC News, NBC News, and CNN have all announced that they will
be offering news-on-demand services on Time Warner's Full Service Network trial in
Orlando[3].
In addition, several major on-line services offer news and information. Both CompuServe and
America Online offer both current news wire stories and archived news wired stories, which can
be searched by keyword. CompuServe goes one step further in offering their "Executive News
Service" which allows a user to input keywords and have stories searched as they arrive off the
wire. Any stories that match their keywords are flagged for easy retrieval by the user. In
addition to basic on-line access, primitive "agents" for collecting and presenting news and
information are beginning to appear. A program called "Journalist" from PED Software creates a
custom newspaper for users from news wire information on CompuServe. To use the program, a
user makes an empty "layout" which is then "filled in" by the program with current news. In
addition to wire stories, weather maps and stock prices can be automatically inserted into your
custom newspaper. There are many (at least 30 [5]) newspapers that offer on-line versions of
their product via the major on-line services. However, these on-line versions are not making
money the way the printed versions do; advertisers (for the moment at least) seem less interested
in buying on-line advertising space[5].
The technologies that I use in constructing Interactive CNN NEWSROOM are based on well-
defined, commonly available industry standards. The MPEG-1 video standard[1]will be used for
video, and the World Wide Web[2] on the Internet will be used as the delivery system. There are
many companies working on products for the World Wide Web. Electronic billing, which will
be essential to the commercial viability of the type of services discussed in my thesis, is a
particularly active field of work[9].
1.2 Internet CNN NEWSROOM
Internet CNN NEWSROOM is a digital video news magazine based on the CNN NEWSROOM
educational news program produced by Turner Educational Services, Inc. The service is built
using established industry-standard technologies. The technical accomplishment in building the
service lies in successfully integrating these technologies, and in automating the generation of the
Interactive Digital Video program from the static, linear video program produced and distributed
by Turner.
MPEG-1 video is be used for the video component of the program. MPEG (Motion Pictures
Expert Group) is an established standard, with cross-platform support. VHS-like quality is
achieved with 30fps, - 1.5Mbit MPEG video. Decoding this video with current technology
requires a hardware MPEG decode board. MPEG-1 video compression is performed using the
Optibase MPEG Lab Suite system and a Sony Beta SP video deck. Automatic generation and
delivery of the video for the Internet CNN NEWSROOM will require custom network and
control software which has been written as part of this thesis.
The World-Wide-Web is used to present and deliver the digital video news magazine to end-
users. Custom software agents have been developed to automatically generate the WWW user
interface for the service based on daily content.
1.3 Potential Distribution Technologies
While the Internet CNN NEWSROOM program that was developed in conjunction with this
thesis is Internet-based, there is no reason that similar programs could not be delivered through a
wide variety of distribution technologies.
The two primary requirements for the distribution channel in an Interactive video news service
such as Internet CNN NEWSROOM is interactivity (i.e., low latency) and capability to carry
video (throughput). The latency of the communications system manifests itself in the
responsiveness of the system to users' requests. This makes it a largely subjective requirement.
It is expected that latencies of up to 1 or 2 seconds round trip would be acceptable for interactive
video news systems such as Internet CNN NEWSROOM. Because throughput is manifest
primarily in the quality of the video clips that are presented to the user. Internet CNN
NEWSROOM uses 1.5 Mbit/second MPEG-1 video, and therefore requires at least 1.5
Mbit/second of throughput to the user's workstation. Other interactive video news systems
provide different levels of video quality, and can function with correspondingly different
amounts of throughput.
There are many technologies available that meet the requirements for interactive video news,
including ADSL, Hybrid fiber-coax networks, and coaxial cable modems. These technologies
are becoming more wide-spread and will provide additional channels through which interactive
digital video news will reach users.
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
This thesis is organized in four chapters. Chapter one is this chapter, the introduction. Chapter
two describes Internet CNN NEWSROOM and it's implementation, including how the program
is automatically generated each night and how the program is distributed through the Internet to
users. Chapter three compares four different interactive video news systems: Internet CNN
NEWSROOM, CNN at Work, NBC Desktop Video, and the planned interactive news service for
Time Warner's Full Service Network. The fourth and final chapter is the conclusion.
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2. Internet CNN NEWSROOM: A Digital Video System for News
This chapter discusses the development of CNN NEWSROOM on the Internet, a new multimedia
news magazine based on CNN NEWSROOM, an educational news program produced by Turner
Broadcasting and distributed by cable television operators nationwide. The multimedia program
is assembled automatically on a daily basis as a digital video news magazine distributed via the
Internet. High quality 1.5 Mbit/second MPEG-I video is used in the program, giving the video
clips VHS level quality. Potential advantages of Internet NEWSROOM are outlined, and
innovative methods for its network deployment are discussed.
2.1 Introduction
The Networked Multimedia Information Services (NMIS) project is a collaborative effort
between MIT, Turner Broadcasting, IBM, Dartmouth College and Medical School, and Carnegie
Mellon University[3]. NMIS objectives include research on vital National Information
Infrastructure (NII) technologies, and the Internet deployment of demonstration services for
news and information, professional science and technology education, and health services.
Deliverables include new software, innovative applications and services, architectural analyses
of NII/Multimedia technologies, and policy recommendations.
One of the major NMIS deliverables is Internet CNN NEWSROOM, a networked multimedia
program based on the CNN NEWSROOM program. With Turner Broadcasting, a complete
multimedia news program is automatically generated from CNN NEWSROOM content on a
daily basis and made available on the Internet via the World Wide Web[2].
In the next section, current uses of the CNN NEWSROOM educational television program are
outlined. The following section discusses Internet CNN NEWSROOM and the mechanisms that
make automatic generation of the program possible. I then outline future directions for the
program and similar services on the Internet. In the final section of this chapter, some of the
advantages that Internet CNN NEWSROOM offers over the linear video version of the program
are outlined.
2.2 Current CNN NEWSROOM Use
CNN NEWSROOM is a 15 minute-per-day commercial free video program developed by Turner
Educational Services, Inc. (TESI), a division of Turner Broadcasting. NEWSROOM is targeted
at primary and secondary school classrooms as part of cable television's "Cable in the
Classroom" initiative. NEWSROOM's composition changes on a daily basis, but it generally
consists of 3-5 segments of 2-5 minutes each. Turner Educational Services reports that CNN
NEWSROOM is currently used in almost 30,000 schools.
CNN NEWSROOM is currently distributed via cable television systems as well as directly to
schools via satellite. It is broadcast between 3:45 and 4:00 am each weekday morning on the
normal CNN cable channel. Teachers wishing to show the CNN NEWSROOM program
currently must record the early-morning airing of CNN NEWSROOM. A Curriculum Guide is
produced by TESI to complement each day's NEWSROOM program. The Curriculum Guide is
distributed via Internet e-mail and other on-line services. The curriculum guide contains
educational resources that have been created to complement each day's NEWSROOM program.
These resources include class discussion questions, student activities, and student handouts.
Use of the CNN program is often undertaken by individual teachers. Many teachers using CNN
NEWSROOM come in early to preview the taped program before showing it to their classes. In
some schools, teachers make arrangements for others, such as the school librarian, to record the
program as well, to make sure that they get a copy of the program every day. In some schools
where more than one teacher uses NEWSROOM in their classrooms, the program is recorded
once and copied by the librarian for distribution to teachers.
Many teachers find NEWSROOM to be of great value in their classrooms[4]. Teachers report
that students tend to show more interest in geography and other cultures, as they find out what is
happening in different parts of the world via NEWSROOM. Improvements in vocabulary have
been noted[4] and attributed to the vocabulary section of the daily Curriculum Guide, which
emphasizes key words used in the NEWSROOM program. Students are attracted to the high-
quality video and audio the NEWSROOM program offers and appreciate the relevance and
timeliness of its material.
Teachers have also found that students often become more aware of the world around them
through the NEWSROOM program. For example, parents have reported that their children
began engaging them in discussions of current events after watching the NEWSROOM program
in school. Students have become more aware of the political process and how the government
works through the NEWSROOM program, and teachers believe that these students will be more
involved citizens when they are older[4].
2.3 CNN NEWSROOM Services On The Internet
2.3.1 The Internet NEWSROOM Video Magazine
Internet NEWSROOM is based on open industry standards for access, distribution, and digital
video. Internet NEWSROOM is
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Figure 1: CNN NEWSROOM Video Magazine
on our client platforms. To
achieve VHS-level quality video, Internet NEWSROOM uses 30 frames per second, 1.5 million
bit per second video. With today's technology, these rates require hardware adapters to
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accomplish real time video decode, although future desktop systems will accomplish high quality
decode without additional hardware.'
Internet NEWSROOM consists of several major components. The "table of contents" for a
particular day's program is a html document that consists of a short summary and an icon or title
for each segment of the program. (A segment corresponds to a single news story.) An example
of the Table of Contents is shown in Figure 1.
The NEWSROOM Curriculum Guide is also available, "linked" to the table of contents. The
Curriculum Guide is produced by CNN for use in conjunction with the NEWSROOM video
program, as detailed in section 2.2.
Internet NEWSROOM also provides the text of each program which is searchable by keyword.
This text is obtained from the closed caption text that is part of the video program. A link to this
text is placed in the table of contents next to each story. This text consists of every word uttered
during the story, and, as such, provides a complete textual representation of the story. This text
is used by the search mechanism which is discussed in the section 2.3.2.
2.3.2 Internet NEWSROOM Digital Video Library
An important component of the project is the development and prototype Internet deployment of
a searchable digital library of Internet NEWSROOM programs and segments. Currently we
i Software-based high-quality video playback is quickly becoming reality. For example, there are
3 papers scheduled to be presented at the 1995 Digital Video Compression Conference in
February 1995: "High-performance Software MPEG Video Player for Pcs", "Real-time MPEG-1
software decoding on HP Workstations", and "Real-time H.261 Software-based Codec on the
Power Mac." In addition, Sun recently announced a next-generation processor that is capable of
decoding two MPEG video streams real-time in software[17].
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anticipate archiving at least six months of Internet NEWSROOM programs on the server. The
Internet NEWSROOM program uses approximately 150 megabytes per day, so 6 months will be
approximately 27 gigabytes, well within the capacity of the NMIS program news and information
server's 80 gigabytes of magnetic disk storage. We anticipate exploring hierarchical storage
devices as our storage needs grow; for example we believe it would be quite acceptable for a 6-
month old clip to take 10 seconds to be fetched from a terabyte automated tape array before
being sent to the user.
A major challenge being addressed is the need to provide navigational tools through the video
library which provide efficient identification and review mechanisms, and eliminate the need to
review hours of video to locate segments of interest. Query by date and keyword are being
provided in the initial prototypes of this system, and they have proven to be very useful. The
keyword searches use the closed caption text associated with each story to carry out the search.
This has proven to be an effective way to adapt content for computerized searching and
interpretation.[ 18] The initial prototype uses the ICE indexing software that is supplied with the
CERN httpd WWW server.[9] This simple approach has the advantage that any word used in the
story will cause the story to be brought up, meaning that you are virtually assured that the
segment you are looking for will be in the results of the search. The ICE indexing software
displays a list of segments containing the word searched for sorted by the number of times the
word was found in the segment. Figure 2 shows an example of a search result returned by our
server.
There are several recognized shortcomings of the simple ICE search engine which will be
addressed. The completeness of the search also in this case means that it is likely that there will
be many undesired segments littering the results of a search. In addition, the ICE indexing
NCSA Msic - Serc of NM. CN SerhRs
7FNUM I
Figure 2: Results of a CNN NEWSROOM Library search for the word "school"
software will not scale to the large number of stories that we plan to have on our server, as its
index file and searching time grow linearly with the number of stories. Also, as ICE is not video-
specific, it provides only segment-level granularity. While this is acceptable for the Internet
NEWSROOM application where segments are rarely more than a few minutes long, finer
granularity searching is clearly needed when the library contains longer segments.
R .. ..File Edit Options Navigate Annotate Starting Points Help
NMIS CNN Search Results
Query was: school
The index contains the following items relevant to 'schoo:
* Our World May 191994.
S/NewsInteractive/CNN/NewsrootgV940519/outworld.httn"
"SCHOOL" 11 (school)
* Our World MaI 311994
: ewsInteractive/CNN/Newsroom/940531/ourworld.html
"SCHOOL" 2 (school)
* Brown v Board 40 Years Later May 19 1994.:
:INewslnteractivefCNNN ewsroom=94051 9/brolwn.htt•m
"SCHOOL" 1: (school)
* CNN Newsroom for Thursdai May 19 1994
SNewslnteractive/CNNlNewsroomin94051:9/contents.htmIn
: "school" 1
* Did You Know May 19 1994
/NewsInteractive/CNNfNewsroomnD945O19/diduknow.htmn
"SCHOOL"': 1: (school)
2.3.3 Automatic Program Generation
Generation of the Internet NEWSROOM digital video magazine is completely automated. An
automatic sequence of processes executes in the early morning hours to assemble the required
video, images, and textual information for the Internet-delivered news magazine. The CNN
NEWSROOM program is broadcast via satellite at 3:45 AM each morning. Multiple sources of
information must be processed and merged each night into the digital video magazine described
in section 2.3.1.
2.3.3. 1 Automated Html Document Generation
Several html documents are generated for each Internet NEWSROOM program. These include
the Table of Contents, the Curriculum Guide, and an html document for each video segment's
closed caption text, for search and reference purposes. The generation of these documents and
the sources of information are detailed in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Automatic Assembly of Internet NEWSROOM
The Table of Contents (contents.html) is generated from the NEWSROOM Curriculum Guide.
The program section of the guide, which lists each segment with a short description of its
contents, is parsed by a C program (contents.c) to generate the html table of contents. The titles
of the segments are correlated with icons from a library of CNN NEWSROOM icons that are
kept on the server. These icons are used to make buttons for each segment that display the video
for the segment when selected. If there is not an icon for a particular segment, the segment's title
is used to form a link to the video. In addition to the table of contents html file, contents.c also
generates a "partial" edit decision list file (partial.edl). This partial edit decision list file contains
all of the information necessary to encode the video for that day's segments except for the start
and stop timecodes for each segment. These timecodes are added to the partial edit decision list
file to create a complete file by the mergetc program.
In addition to a link to the video, there is a link for each segment's closed caption text. This
gives users the capability to view (or print, if their WWW browser supports it) the closed caption
text for a segment. This feature also allows users with low bandwidth connections to "preview"
the segment by reading its closed caption text before downloading the potentially very large
MPEG file associated with the segment. In addition to the links to the video segments, a link to
the curriculum guide is placed at the top of the table of contents, and standard links to other parts
of the server are placed at the bottom of the table of contents.
The curriculum guide itself is processed minimally by a C program (guide.c), creating a html
document (guide.html) that is largely made of preformatted text from the original Curriculum
Guide. The NEWSROOM icon and a link to the table of contents is added at the top of the
guide, and standard links to other parts of the server are added at the bottom of the guide.
In addition to the table of contents and the curriculum guide, an html document is generated for
each segment with the segment's closed caption text. The generation of these files is
accomplished by the encoding server software.
2.3.3. 2 Video Reception and Processing
Figure 4 Video Processing for Internet NEWSROOM
The CNN NEWSROOM video program itself is received at the NMIS digital video facility at
3:45 AM via satellite. The program is recorded on a Beta-SP video tape deck, which is
controlled via a serial line from the encoding station. An overview of the video reception and
processing is show in Figure 4.
The Curriculum Guide is processed by a C program (contents.c) to generate the table of contents
html document and a "partial" edit decision list for the program. This partial edit decision list
has all of the required information except for the starting and ending time codes for each
segment. The timecodes are received via e-mail each night from CNN and are merged (by
mergetc.c) with the partial information extracted from the Curriculum Guide.
The encoding station runs
software that I developed
# This is an example of the Edit Decision List
# format for the NMIS Project. (encoding server)which
#ftpsite nmis.org allows the station to be
#ftpuser kip
#ftppass secret! controlled via the network.#ftpdir /home/www/NewsInteractive/CNN/19940519
from 2:19:49:00 to 2:22:10:26 in topstory The encoding server software
date "May 19, 1994" title Topstory
image . . /Images / tops tory. gif allows Microsoft Windows
from 2:22:12:3 to 2:23:1:24 in headline
date "May 19, 1994" title "Headlines" Media Control Interface
image .. /Images/headline.gif
Figure 5: Example Edit Decision List (MCI) [10] commands to be
issued to the Beta-SP video
tape deck over the network. In addition to issuing MCI commands, the encode server software
allows for the submission of batch encoding jobs. These jobs are submitted in the form of an
"edit decision list" or edl. An edit decision list consists of a record for each segment that is to be
encoded. A record is made up of "attribute pairs," of which there can be an arbitrary number per
record[5]. An example of an edit decision list is shown in Figure 5. The edit decision list format
was specifically designed to facilitate specialized attributes for particular applications. For
example, the image, date, and title attributes are used by the encode server when generating the
html documents for the NEWSROOM closed caption text.
The audio and video encoding is achieved using the Optibase MPEG Lab Suite system[12]. As
encoding boards in the $20,000 price range are generally all based on the same C-Cubed chip set,
we chose the Optibase encoding system based on its superior software. Internet CNN
NEWSROOM should be able to work with any MPEG encoding system that is controlable by a
separate, user written program. The Optibase system consists of two ISA bus boards and
Windows software. The Optibase system is capable of encoding MPEG at data rates from 1 to 4
Mbit/second in real-time. The audio can be encoded at rates ranging from 48 to 256
Kbit/second, in stereo or monaural[12]. Currently, the NEWSROOM audio is encoded at 192
Kbit/second, in monaural. The Optibase system encodes and stores audio and video interleaved
in an MPEG system file. MPEG system files are defined in the ISO MPEG standards and
provide complete cross-platform support for playback in a variety of consumer and computer
video systems. Adherence to these standards will allow the NMIS program to experiment
delivering high quality video content to a variety of user environments including PCs,
workstations, multiplayer game systems, and set-top boxes.
The encoding server software interfaces with the Optibase encoding software by using the edit
decision list to create an "encoding batch file" in the proprietary format used by the Optibase
software. To load the encoding batch file into the Optibase encoding software, the server
software simulates user keystrokes, as there is no way to automatically start the Optibase
encoding software to do a batch encode.
When the video and closed caption text have been captured, the encoding server uses the ftp
protocol[14] to deliver the MPEG system files and closed-caption text files to our server. This
means that results can be delivered to any host on the Internet supporting the ftp protocol.
2.3.4 Network Video Distribution
The problem of delivering multimedia content, especially video, over a network as large and as
heterogeneous as the Internet is a difficult one. We have developed two complementary
conceptual mechanisms to address this challenge. The first mechanism, Hierarchical Media
Distribution, consists of placing caches that are closer in the network to the end user than to the
NMIS main server. These caches will satisfy as many requests as possible rather than have all
requests travel further up the network to the main NMIS server. The second mechanism, Live
Media Display, facilitates the display of a video clip as it is received from the network rather
than waiting for the entire video clip to be downloaded to local storage. This enhances
performance and usability, while minimizing system storage requirements for service users.
These mechanisms complement each other to provide instantaneous playback of the most
frequently accessed files. While these mechanisms require additional caching servers and
configuration modifications on the client end, neither of them preclude normal WWW access by
people without these special mechanisms in place.
2.3.4.1 Media Distribution Hierarchy
Because of limited bandwidth over the Internet, especially during peak hours, we plan to deploy
caching servers at a number of pilot schools. These servers will be workstations with significant
but not unusual disk storage capabilities (1-2 Gigabytes). These servers will run as http "caching
proxy" servers. Proxy servers were originally developed to allow access to http servers from
behind a firewall. As proxy servers became common, caching capabilities were added to many
of them to improve performance[7,8]. Client software required modification in order to use a
proxy server. Fortunately, all major client software has been modified to support proxy servers.
In addition to caching frequently viewed video segments locally on a school's LAN, the caching
proxy server will simplify configuration for the schools because only one machine will need to
have Internet connectivity.
Internet
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Figure 6: Media Distribution Hierarchy
Internet NEWSROOM is likely to exhibit good cache hit rates because of the locality in clip
access--the most frequently requested video clips will almost certainly be the clips for the last
few days' news. While the results of searches of the Internet NEWSROOM library are unlikely
to be cached, they will probably be in the cache if a class is doing a unit on a particular subject.
In addition, the fact that results of searches are unlikely to be cached has been taken into account
in the design of the user interface; when a segment from a search result is selected, the closed
caption text for the segment is first shown, with a link to the actual video at the top of the screen.
This allows the user to verify the contents of a segment before a time-consuming download of the
video over the network. The prototype deployment of the Internet NEWSROOM digital video
magazine will allow us to trace and capture usage patterns and to aid in the development of
architectures for Internet video distribution.
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The daily nature of CNN Internet NEWSROOM allows one to "prime" the cache. We plan to
send out the current day's program early each morning to subscribing caching servers. While
this will initially be done using normal IP unicast, we are currently exploring IP Multicast[6]
technology to see how it could be used to allow the priming of a much larger number of caches.
Multicast technology is essential for this "priming" of caches because of the size of the MPEG
video files. While it will be feasible to distribute the video via unicast to a small number of pilot
sites, it will not be feasible to do so with a larger number of sites without multicast technology.
IP multicast is a very new technology and is certainly not without its technical difficulties,
particularly in the areas of error correction and flow control.
2.3.4. 2 Live Media Display
With today's WWW clients, when a user clicks on a link to a MPEG video, the entire MPEG
file, which can be quite large, is downloaded onto their local hard disk. While the new Netscape
WWW client for X Windows from Mosaic Communications, Inc. supports viewing of media as it
is received[ 11], no similar mechanism exists for the Windows platform. We have developed
simple mechanisms that allow MPEG video to be displayed as it is received[16]. However, this
problem is one that needs to be addressed in a more general fashion by the WWW client
community -- technologies such as OLE 2 on the Windows and Macintosh platform would not
only allow for display of an arbitrary datatype by an external viewer as the data was received, but
would allow for in-place display, allowing external viewers to interact as seamlessly with the
user as viewers built in to the WWW client.
It is important to note that Hierarchical Media Distribution and Live Media Display work
together to deliver video in a responsive manner. With 1.5 Mbit/second video streams, it is likely
that the path to the main server will not have sufficient bandwidth to support Live Media Display
directly. However, with a cache located close to the client machines, sufficient bandwidth is
likely to be available. Even if there is not sufficient bandwidth to support the full bit rate of the
media being displayed, it is possible to buffer the first portion of the media file and predict when
it is safe to begin playing back based on the total file size, average bit rate achieved thus far, and
amount already received. This function could be accomplished at the client, or at the caching
proxy server (on the caching server this would be a sort of "cut-through" cache). Implementing
this function on a caching proxy server has the following advantages: less modification is
required to the clients (of which there are likely to be more configurations), large amounts of
storage are not required on the client, and automatic loading of the cache on the proxy server
with the video file.
2.4 Advantages Over Conventional Program
Internet NEWSROOM offers significant benefits over cable and satellite broadcast television
news and information transmission. One major advantage is easy access to a large library of
news clips. Teachers have asked for this capability, as they felt overwhelmed by the volume of
information available in collected NEWSROOM programs[4]. For curriculum development, the
ability to search and assemble Internet NEWSROOM segments over time provides new
opportunities for classroom use of news and information. The news clips in the Internet
NEWSROOM library are useful for a variety of purposes. Many of the news clips are not very
time-sensitive: for example an interview with the participants in Brown v. Board of Education
that appeared in the May 31, 1994 NEWSROOM program would be as useful a year after it was
broadcast as it was the day it was broadcast. The seemingly time-sensitive clips can also be very
useful. When studying the evolution of a current event, for example the relationship between
Iraq and Kuwait, access to "primary source" materials such as news reports from the day when
historic events happened is invaluable. Using primary source material also teaches students how
to analyze and interpret information, skills that they will need if they are to keep learning after
they leave school. In the past, access to primary source material of any type was very difficult.
With the traditional NEWSROOM program, a teacher would have to call Turner Broadcasting
and request a tape of a old program that he or she wanted to use with their class, if the teacher
had not saved the recording from that day. Even if the teacher had kept recordings of all of the
previous programs, finding relevant news stories and "dubbing" them onto a tape to show the
class would be a labor-intensive task, one in fact that might not be undertaken due to the time it
would take. With Internet NEWSROOM, a listing of all relevant news clips is just a few mouse
clicks and keystrokes away. Teachers can dub the relevant clips onto video tape using an MPEG
decoding card with video output, or students can use the computer to perform the searches
themselves.
Another benefit that Internet NEWSROOM offers over the conventional program is ease of clip
location, assembly, and insertion in derivative works. Students and teachers, with appropriate
hardware and software, can easily incorporate Internet NEWSROOM content into other
presentations[20]. Material can also be linked together in new ways, for example a teacher might
create a page with links to stories about a certain topic, or students could create pages for use by
other students with stories relating to a topics they are studying. Because Internet NEWSROOM
is based on the industry-standard World Wide Web, students and teachers can create links
between Internet NEWSROOM resources and other resources on the Internet, expressing
relationships between information from diverse sources. This is a whole new way of using CNN
NEWSROOM content that simply wasn't possible with the conventional video program.
Another educational advantage that Internet NEWSROOM has is less apparent. Because it is
made available via computers and the Internet, students using Internet NEWSROOM to learn
about current and past events are also learning a skill that is perhaps even more valuable. This is
the skill of finding information via a computer network. By all accounts, this mode of research
will be more and more common in the future[19]. In the future, the network may not only be the
easiest way to obtain information, it may be the only way to obtain some information. Teaching
students how to use this tool to learn is extremely important. Because Internet NEWSROOM is
implemented on top of industry-standard technologies, students and teachers can use the skills
they learn while using Internet NEWSROOM to access other information sources on the Internet.
2.5 Future Directions
Future directions for Internet NEWSROOM include making it easier for users of Internet
NEWSROOM to harness other resources on the Internet. In particular, mechanisms that
correlate items in the Curriculum Guide with resources on the World Wide Web could be
developed. This will enrich the value of Internet NEWSROOM and exploit the advantages of a
networked environment. These mechanisms could interface with existing web search engines to
look up key words from the curriculum guide, inserting links to lists of search results for the
words that were found. These links would later be changed into the search URLs themselves
when the curriculum guide was a week or more old. This would insure that the Internet
NEWSROOM programs that are accessed most frequently (i.e., recent programs) would exhibit
good performance when key words are clicked on, as the links would be directly to the
precomputed results of a search. On the other hand, older clips, for which precomputed results
would be more likely to be out of date, would have the actual search URLs as their links, causing
the search to be recomputed each time a user followed the keyword's link.
The current state of html limits the layout of the Internet NEWSROOM Table of Contents to a
format that tends to waste space on the screen. Some of the more powerful extensions outlined
in html+, particularly the ability to wrap text around graphics, could greatly enhance the
appearance and usability of the Internet NEWSROOM Table of Contents.
Another very important direction for Internet NEWSROOM is toward "customized news."
Mechanisms that will allow users to express their interests (first explicitly, and later implicitly)
could be developed. Once users interests have been expressed, agents could dynamically
assemble news programs for them, in essence generating their own personal "front page" with
the stories they are most likely to be interested in.
Most of the mechanisms developed for the CNN NEWSROOM program could be used to
automatically generate digital video magazines and libraries based on other programs. The
archiving capabilities based on closed caption text I have developed could be extended to any
closed captioned program, and could add significant value to other general news programs or
specialized news programs, or any other program for which users might want to be able to see
past episodes (i.e., other news programs, sitcoms, soap operas...)
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has described an automatically generated daily network delivered multimedia news
magazine and library using CNN NEWSROOM content. The Internet NEWSROOM Digital
Video Magazine and Library combines the visual impact of television news with the power and
flexibility of interactive multimedia and database systems. The system leverages existing
industry standard systems (MPEG audio/video, HTTP, Caching Proxy Servers) to create a cross-
platform video-intensive interactive service with VHS quality video. The resulting Internet
NEWSROOM digital video magazine and video on demand library is available throughout the
Internet, and efficient caching mechanisms and media distribution hierarchies are being
investigated. Future efforts include extensions to the computer and network based services to
support customized news and information delivery, including the development of agents to
locate, retrieve, and assemble media objects from distributed servers.
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3. Comparison of Existing Interactive Video News Services
In this chapter, I compare several different interactive video news services, including Internet
CNN NEWSROOM, CNN at Work, and NBC Desktop Video. These services all provide timely
access to video clips of news stories. They differ in their distribution methods, video quality,
search capabilities, target audience, and end-user cost.
3.1 Interactive News Video Services
There are several products available that are roughly comparable to Internet CNN NEWSROOM.
While Internet CNN NEWSROOM was developed as part of a research project, the products
discussed here were developed as commercial products and there are some differences between
them and Internet CNN NEWSROOM.
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3.1.1 Internet CNN NEWSROOM
As described in Chapter 2, Internet CNN NEWSROOM is an interactive digital video news
magazine that allows users to do searches at the news-story level of granularity. Internet CNN
NEWSROOM is based on CNN NEWSROOM, an educational news program produced by
Turner Educational Services, Inc. According to Turner Educational Services, Inc., CNN
NEWSROOM is currently in use by more than 30,000 schools worldwide. As for CNN
NEWSROOM, the target audience of the Internet CNN NEWSROOM service is K- 12 students.
Internet CNN NEWSROOM news segments are delivered via 1.5 Mbit/second MPEG video,
yielding "VHS-level" video quality. In addition to display on computer monitors, Internet CNN
NEWSROOM's video quality is good enough for display on large (30+") television screens,
allowing entire classes to watch using only a single computer.
Internet CNN NEWSROOM uses a hierarchical distribution system that places video caches near
the client workstations. The cache is "primed" with each day's news stories in the early
morning, thus limiting the use of the Internet connection during business hours. Internet CNN
NEWSROOM requires a minimum of a 128kbit/second connection to the Internet to facilitate
download of each day's video programming. All video is played over the LAN from the local
video cache, however the speed of a site's connection to the outside world dictates how long
each nightly "priming" will take, and how long it will take to retrieve segments not found in the
local video cache. At 150 megabytes per day, a site with a 128kbit/second connection would
spend approximately 2 hours and 40 minutes downloading the video for an entire day's program,
or approximately 10 times the length of the video segment to download clips on demand. A site
with a T1 (which is recommended) would be able to download clips in real-time.
Internet CNN NEWSROOM requires the client to have the ability to decode and display
1.5Mbit/second, 30 frame per second MPEG video. Current personal computers are not
powerful enough to decode and display the video in real-time. Internet CNN NEWSROOM
currently uses MPEG decoder cards to display the video on client workstations. These cards are
coming down in price rapidly, and are currently in the $200-$300 price range. As noted in
chapter 2, it is likely that within several years typical personal computers will be able to display
high-quality MPEG in real time, either through the integration of these MPEG decoder boards as
standard equipment, or through expected improvements in general processing power.
3.1.2 CNN at Work
CNN at Work is a joint venture by Intel and CNN[7]. It is targeted at office environments with
LANs of Windows-based computers. CNN at Work provides access to CNN Headline News,
CNN, and other video programming. CNN at Work solves the wide-area video distribution
problem in a novel way: the video is distributed in analog form which facilitates the use of
existing video distribution channels. Generally businesses receive the video for CNN at Work
via satellite or cable television. If the signal is received from a cable television company, that
company may charge the users of the service for each PC that is using the service, just as they
charge for each television set. If the signal is received via satellite, users of the service do not
have to pay any fees to receive the signal. Intel and CNN offer satellite dishes for use with the
service for $2800-$3300 plus $22/month[6].
Unlike Internet CNN NEWSROOM, CNN at Work delivers live video. Video is received and
encoded on-site in real time. Because each site must have its own video encoding system, the
encoding system must be reasonably inexpensive. Rather than using MPEG, CNN at Work uses
a video compression technology from Intel called Indeo. The encoding is accomplished via a
machine that Intel sells for use with the service. The machine is a 66MHZ 486 with an Intel
Smart Video Recorder Pro for the actual video capture and compression. The Intel Smart Video
Recorder Pro does not perform full Indeo compression in real-time. This means that the video
that is sent to other machines on the network is not fully compressed. Once it is encoded, the
video is distributed to local clients via the ethernet multicast mechanism. Each client PC runs
special Windows software that comes with the service that registers that PC to receive the
multicast stream. Multiple channels of video can be supported on a single network using
separate multicast streams. Each channel is supported via a separate encoding machine, and
consumes additional bandwidth on the local area network.
In addition to the video information, extra information is sent in the vertical blanking interval
(VBI)[5]. The information encoded in the VBI is not available at all sites; it may be stripped out
by cable companies. Information sent in the VBI includes stock prices and news story titles. The
stock information is a full time-delayed feed from NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ, and is used by
the client software to maintain a chart of user-selected stocks.
The client software has the capability to record segments of video to the client's local hard-disk.
The software can be configured to record at specific times, much like a VCR. Video consumes
approximately two megabytes of hard disk space per minute, due to additional compression that
is performed during the recording process. If the software is recording CNN Headline News, and
VBI information is available at the site, the software will label each recorded clip with the title of
the news story, making it easier for users to select recorded clips to play back. No searching or
centralized archiving facilities are supported; it is up to each user to program his/her client PC to
record segments of interest. When this feature was tested, I found that the quality of the video
was degraded somewhat when it was compressed for storage on the disk. In particular, the frame
rate and synchronization between the audio and video suffered.
The video quality that CNN at Work delivers is typical of computer multimedia video. It is 176
by 120 pixels at 10-12 frames per second. This compares with MPEG which is 352 x 240 pixels
at 30 frames per second. Subjectively, the quality of the video depends heavily on the window
size chosen and the speed of the client computer. The minimum required client computer is a
33mhz 486; when tested on a 66mhz computer, we experienced audio drop-outs and extremely
slow frame rates when we viewed the video at any size except for the small default size of the
image. Performance depends heavily not only on processor speed but on the video card and the
mode that the video card is in. When tested on the same 486 with the video card in 256 color
mode instead of 64K color mode, the video was noticeably better. Because the video
decompression and display is software based, the video quality improves noticeably when the
service is run on a more powerful client computer. On a 90mhz Pentium, the video is much
better, even when displayed in a larger window. Another result of software-based decompression
and display is that the client computer slows noticeably when the video is being displayed.3
The video quality is not only a function of the client computer. To reduce delay and to facilitate
multicast, CNN at Work transmits the audio and video data without error correction. This means
that from time to time drop-outs in the data transmission are experienced, due to errors or
collisions on the ethernet. These drop-outs are not noticeable in the video stream, but are very
noticeable in the audio stream, resulting in distracting interruptions in speech.
The CNN at Work system uses a dedicated phone line and modem to transmit usage statistics
back to CNN. This link can also be used to order additional licenses for client machines
automatically. The information transmitted back to CNN is used for marketing purposes, and is
supposed to be anonymous.
3.1.3 NBC Desktop Video
Like CNN at Work, NBC Desktop Video is aimed at an office environment. NBC Desktop
Video targets financial offices where access to live news is very important[12, 13, 11]. NBC
Desktop Video is significantly more expensive than any of the other systems examined here, but
offers three channels of specialized financial video information simultaneously.
NBC Desktop Video uses 0.5 megabit/second video to achieve reasonable video quality on
computer screens[9]. (This level of quality displays artifacts on normal-sized television screens
3 Evaluation was performed on a Dell Dimension 486-66 and a Dell Dimension XPS 90. The
XPS 90 had an Imagine 128 PCI-based video card while the 486-66 had Dell's accelerated local
for most scenes.) High-end ($100,000+) real-time MPEG encoders are used to insure optimal
use of the limited bandwidth. The MPEG stream is then put into IP UDP packets and transmitted
to users of the service.
NBC Desktop Video uses an ambitious wide-area digital video distribution scheme based on
MFS Datanet's national ATM backbone. Video is received at MFS's New York City node from
a studio in New Jersey. The video is then inserted into a frame relay switch which provides
service to local customers (i.e., New York City area) and a connection to an ATM switch on
MFS's national ATM backbone. Customers have a dedicated TI from MFS Datanet's nearest
ATM node to their site; this T1 is completely utilized in sending 3 .5 Mbit/second video streams.
NBC Desktop Video provides some limited archival capability. Customers have a server located
at their site that can archive video for later viewing. MFS anticipates that customers will be able
to keep important news from the last several days on their server on-site. It is not clear how
these video segments will be indexed. NBC Desktop Video uses the customer's LAN to deliver
the video to client machines; how well this would scale to large numbers of client machines at a
site is unclear especially when the on-demand component is taken into account. Using a
multicast mechanism for the live video streams, NBC Desktop Video would take up 15% of a
10Mbit/second ethernet LAN's capacity. Each stream being delivered on-demand would
consume an additional 5% of capacity. Technologies such as ethernet switches could be used the
mitigate this problem, potentially expanding the number of simultaneous on-demand streams that
could be delivered.
bus video card.
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NBC Desktop Video client machines uses Xing MPEG hardware decoder cards to display the
video. The Xing card provides overlay in VGA modes, allowing the video to be displayed along
with computer graphics on the computer screen. Client workstations also must be connected to
the LAN to receive the video signal. Users can select between the three live video channels and
on-demand programming.
3.1.4 Time-Warner Full Service Network Trial
Time Warner's Full Service Network trial in Orlando, Florida is planning to offer interactive
video news services starting sometime in 1995[3]. The News-On-Demand service is being
produced and programmed by Time Inc. The video content will be drawn from major news
organizations including ABC News, NBC News, and CNN[2]. Video will be made available to
users of the service a few hours after it has aired on network TV.
The Full Service Network is using 3.5 Mbit/second MPEG-1 for its movies on demand services,
and plans to use the same rate for its news on demand services. 3.5 Mbit/second MPEG-1
provides a picture that is free of MPEG artifacts for the vast majority of content, although the
resolution is still somewhat lower than normal television, but comparable to a VHS VCR.
Users of the service will be able to select their news by genre, for example sports, world news,
financial news, national news, etc. The user can store customized templates to pull up the same
genres each time they use the service. To keep the cost of the service low, Time Warner
anticipates involving advertisers who will be able to put their logo on the screen and/or create
interactive advertisements. The service will be offered on a monthly subscription basis, and with
advertiser support, Time Warner hopes to price the service between two and six dollars per
month. It is also likely that News on Demand will be available bundled with other services such
as games or electronic program guides, again on a monthly subscription basis.
3.2 Video Quality
Video quality is a highly subjective attribute of an interactive video news service. For this thesis,
the author's subjective assessment of image quality is reported. The level of video quality, along
with the methods of access available, control what purposes an interactive video news service is
suited for. The level of video quality generally also dictates the amount of bandwidth and/or
processing power necessary to generate, distribute, and use the service. For example, a service
provider may choose to increase video quality by using a more aggressive video compression
scheme, at the expense of increasing the amount of processing power necessary to create and/or
use the service.
When compared with the other software-based video compression schemes discussed here,
MPEG[ 1] is a relatively aggressive video compression scheme, requiring specialized hardware
for both compression and decompression. MPEG decoding cards are readily available and are
inexpensive[10]. For example, the RealMagic MPEG decoder card from Sigma Designs, Inc.,
sold for $350 in the summer of 1994. During the winter, the street price fell to $300. By the
Spring of 1995, RealMagic cards could be purchased for $250. It is anticipated that this
reduction in price will continue at least through the Summer of 1995 when RealMagic boards are
expected to sell for about $200[3].
MPEG encoding hardware is also falling rapidly in price, but is still relatively expensive. In
1994, the first "low cost" MPEG encoding systems became available. These encoding systems
generally consist of one or more boards for an IBM PC compatible computer and software to
control the encoding process. These first generation systems had price tags in the $20,000 range,
and generally produced video of marginal quality, at least when compared with other more
expensive MPEG encoding implementations. A major disadvantage of the first generation of
MPEG encoding systems was a lack of video filtering. Because the MPEG algorithm compresses
video by expressing the differences between frames, it is very sensitive to noise in the video
signal. Noise in the video signal appears to be movement to the MPEG encoding algorithm and
precious bandwidth is wasted trying to reproduce it in the encoded video. Low-pass video filters
in both the horizontal and vertical direction effectively "blurr" the image before it is encoded.
This blurring generally increases the quality of the encoded video by eliminating noise and
extremely small movements in the video signal before they reach the encoder. This second
generation of MPEG encoding systems became available in the Spring of 1995. Their prices
were generally the same as the first generation encoding products had been a year ago. The first
generation products have fallen in price and are now in the $15,000 range.
Other digital video technologies, such as Apple's QuickTime, Microsoft's Video for Windows,
or Intel's Indeo video, allow video content to be decoded using software running on the existing
general purpose processor in client computers, without any additional specialized hardware.
These video technologies generally still require specialized hardware to achieve real-time
compression, but the specialized hardware is generally relatively inexpensive ($1,000-$2,000).
This software approach to decoding video offers a tremendous advantage in that the vast majority
of computers, even those a few years old, can decode and display video without additional
hardware. The disadvantage of software-based video compression is that the quality is generally
significantly lower than the quality achieved with hardware-based decoders, and that the client
computer slows considerably during video playback, making constant monitoring of a video
window on your screen a potentially frustrating experience.
The line between the traditional hardware based video compression technologies and the
software-based technologies is blurring. Current high-end Pentium systems (90 Mhz) are
capable of 15 frame per second MPEG-1 decoding. As processing power is increasing at a rapid
rate, it is expected that high-end personal computers will be capable of decoding and displaying
30 frame per second MPEG 1 in eighteen months, if not sooner. It will, however, take some time
after this occurs for there to be sufficient penetration by these high-performance personal
computers capable of high quality software-based MPEG decoding.
All of the interactive video news services discussed here use hardware-based MPEG-1 encoding
and decoding except one: CNN at Work. CNN at Work uses Intel's Indeo video compression
technology. (Note that CNN at Work is offered through a partnership between CNN and Intel.)
The quality achieved is significantly lower than the quality achieved by the other services, even
though one of them, NBC Desktop Video, uses the same amount of bandwidth per video stream.
Because of its use of high-end MPEG-1 encoding systems, NBC Desktop Video's video quality
is noticeably better than CNN at Work's. NBC Desktop Video achieves three times the frame
rate of CNN at Work (30 frames per second vs. 10), and twice the resolution (352x240 vs.
176x120).
The differences in video quality between the three services that use MPEG-1 are less noticeable.
As all three services use the same general video and audio compression algorithms, differences in
quality are largely the result of differences in data rate at which the video was encoded. The
three services range from 0.5 Mbit/second for NBC Desktop Video to 3.5 Mbit/second for Time
Warner's Full Service Network trial in Orlando. There are also differences that result from the
quality of the MPEG encoding performed. For example, although the difference is significant,
the difference between NBC Desktop Video's 0.5 Mbit/second video and Internet CNN
NEWSROOM's 1.5 Mbit/second video is not as great as one would expect, because NBC
Desktop Video uses much higher quality (and hence much more expensive) encoding systems to
encode their video.
The trade-offs that interactive video news service providers make in selecting a video technology
and quality level are multi-faceted. A primary concern when offering a service that is going to be
offered commercially is cost. Another related concern is the intended audience; not only are
different audiences willing to accept different levels of video quality, but different audiences
have different sensitivities to price. Another issue in selecting different video technologies and
quality levels is the type of material that one expects to carry. For example, the financial news
that NBC Desktop Video carries consists largely of "talking heads" which do not exhibit much
movement. This type of video is ideally suited to motion-based video compression algorithms
such as MPEG, and a lower data rate can be used. Internet CNN NEWSROOM, which carries a
much wider variety of news material, requires a higher data rate to insure that all types of news
are shown with acceptable video quality.
The video quality choices made by the providers of the services examined here can all be
rationalized. CNN at Work is intended to be used in a general office setting, where cost is an
issue. By using a relatively low video quality, CNN at Work is able to eliminate the need for
extra video decompression hardware on client machines. This greatly reduces both the cost and
trouble associated with obtaining the service. Additional hardware does not need to be
purchased, and existing computers do not need to be reconfigured to support new hardware.
NBC Desktop Video targets a different type of audience than CNN at Work. The audience that
NBC Desktop Video targets is less price-sensitive, and views getting up-to-date news as being
very important to their business. They are willing to spend more to get their information via a
higher quality video signal.
Time Warner's Full Service Network trial operates in the most demanding video environment;
their digital video must be comparable to the best analog video today, as their service is viewed
on the same television set that people are used to seeing other high-quality video programming
on. Accordingly, they use the highest quality video of the services examined here.
It is envisioned that Internet CNN NEWSROOM will operate in a hybrid environment. Many
schools will not have the resources to purchase or add MPEG decoding cards to numbers of
computers sufficient for entire classes to use Internet CNN NEWSROOM. While Internet CNN
NEWSROOM is best used directly by students on computers, it can also be used by teachers and
students indirectly to create custom video tapes. In this mode, a VCR is connected to the video
output of the MPEG decoding card. The video associated with segments can then be recorded to
videotape and used in the classroom on existing televisions and VCRs. This mode of operation
requires a level of video quality that will not display significant artifacts when shown to a class
on a reasonably large monitor, for example 25". The idea of encoding the Internet CNN
NEWSROOM content at two different levels of quality (i.e., data rates) has been discussed but
not yet implemented due to the additional complexity (especially in the caching portions of the
system) and storage costs associated with keeping multiple versions of the same video clip.
3.3 Delivery Methods Used
Wide-area On-site Equipment Local-area
Distribution Required Distribution
Internet CNN Internet Caching Server TCP/IP
NEWSROOM
CNN at Work Analog (satellite or Encoding system Ethernet multicast
cable television)
NBC Desktop MFS Datanet fiber Server for stored Local Area Network
Video network video
TimeWarner FSN None Set Top Box FSN Trial Network
Trial (included with
service)
Table 2: Delivery methods used by interactive video news services
Because the digital communications infrastructure is in its infancy (at least in terms of supporting
the bandwidth required for digital video), the delivery method that a service uses is very
important. The delivery method will be a major factor in both the cost of the service and in the
flexibility of access to video content that is available. Distribution options are often also
constrained by the quality of the video that a service wishes to provide.
It is possible to side-step the distribution problem to a certain degree by relying on existing
analog video distribution mechanisms. This is particularly effective in the wide-area distribution
arena; CNN at Work takes advantage of this idea to reduce the cost of their service significantly.
There are at least two potential disadvantages of pursuing an analog wide-area distribution
mechanism: it requires that the video encoding hardware be replicated at each remote site that
video is delivered to, and it has the potential to make access to long term archives of video much
more difficult.
All of the services presented here use digital networks for local-area distribution. The primary
difference between services is their use of multicast or unicast techniques. Multicast techniques
are well-suited for live video broadcasts, as they allow essentially unlimited numbers of clients to
view the same video stream without consuming additional bandwidth. Unicast is better suited to
"on-demand" environments where the video being delivered to each client workstation is
potentially different. Delivering video on-demand using unicast techniques can consume large
amounts of bandwidth; the bandwidth used is proportional to the number of simultaneously
active clients.
3.4 Access Methods Available
"Live" Short-term Long-term Chronological Topical Indexed
Video Archival Archival Access Access Searching
Internet CNN No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
NEWSROOM
CNN at Work Yes Yes4  No Yes Yes 5  No
NBC Desktop Yes Yes No Yes No No
Video
Time Warner No Yes No Yes Yes No
FSN Trial
Table 3: Access Methods Available
Digital video promises much more flexible access to content than traditional analog video[8].
Digital video is easier to seek quickly in, can be stored, transmitted, and copied losslessly, and
can be indexed and retrieved much more quickly than analog video. Unfortunately, the state of
the digital communications and storage infrastructure severely limits the utility that is gained by
digital video over analog video today. All of the systems examined here must deal with the
limitations of today's storage and communications facilities.
4 On each client machine; user must set up software to record ahead of time, like a VCR
5 On Headline News content only, and only if VBI information received
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There are several characteristic ways of accessing video information that are exhibited in digital
video news services. One is the ability to handle live video. This method requires there be a
path from the origination of the video to the user of the service that is capable of carrying the
video without prohibitive latency or drop-outs. In addition to live video, there is on-demand
video. In order to offer on-demand video, the video must be stored at some point in the
distribution network. There are two distinct amounts of storage that are used in these systems --
short term and long term. Short term storage stores the last several days worth of video content.
Long term storage stores much more video, perhaps the last several months or even years of
video content.
If a system does provide on-demand video, it must provide an interface through which users can
locate the video that they wish to view. Among the services examined here, there are three major
methods of content location: chronological, topical, and indexed searching. Chronological is the
most basic method of locating a video clip; it simply allows users to find clips based on when
they were made available on the service. Topical access goes one step further, allowing users to
find clips based on broad topics, such as "Business" or "Sports." Indexed searching provides a
much more flexible, fine-grained method of locating video clips; each clip is indexed by the
words used in the clip, and an interface is made available to search those words. This would
allow, for example, a user to locate all clips in the library containing the word "MIT", whether
the stories were about business, technology, or sports.
All of the services allow some form of short-term archiving of video, although through different
mechanisms. CNN at Work provides perhaps the simplest method of archival storage. Each
client machine can "record" video on its harddisk for later viewing by the user. The metaphor
used for this is the VCR; and indeed the user must configure his or her client software to record
various segments. There is no general indexing capability provided; however CNN Headline
News is topically timed in such a way that the client software can categorize recorded segments
by topic (for example top stories begin on the hour, business news 10 minutes past the hour,
sports 20 minutes past the hour, etc.) In addition, Headline News is transmitted with additional
information in the Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) that includes the title of the story, allowing
the CNN at Work client software to associate a title with each Headline News story recorded.
(As noted in section 3.1.2, this information may not be available, depending on the source of the
Headline News analog video feed.)
NBC Desktop Video and Internet CNN NEWSROOM both allow for short-term archival storage
on a server located on the client's premises. It is necessary to locate the NBC Desktop Video
archive at the customer's site because the entire bandwidth of the connection between the service
provider and customer is in constant use sending three live streams of video. In Internet CNN
NEWSROOM's case, the problem is insufficient bandwidth in the Internet in general; it is
necessary to keep a "caching" short term archive at the customer's premises to deliver reasonable
performance on video requests. The Time Warner Full Service Network maintains video for
several days in their head-end; bandwidth between the customer and the head-end is large enough
to deliver video at will.
While all of the services provide short-term archival of video, the level of access provided to that
video varies from service to service. Time Warner's Full Service Network and CNN at Work
both provide topical and chronological access to video segments. This allows users, for example,
to easily pull up yesterday's sports stories.
Only Internet CNN NEWSROOM provides for long-term [approximately 6 months] storage of
video content. This feature of Internet CNN NEWSROOM is expected to be very useful to end-
users because of the program's educational purposes. Longer term storage of video allows
teachers and students to draw on content in projects researching a wide variety of topics; in fact
one of the key benefits of Internet CNN NEWSROOM over the traditional analog video-based
CNN NEWSROOM program is this long term archive capability. Internet CNN NEWSROOM is
also the only service to provide searching of the video segments; users can search the closed-
caption text of the video clips. This type of access is necessary when archiving more than the
last several days' content, as it is not feasible to find video segments of interest based on broad
topics and chronology along when there are hundreds or thousands of video segments in the
archive. In providing this large archive of video segments, Internet CNN NEWSROOM faces a
significant distribution system problem. It is not economical at this time to store multi-gigabyte
archives of video at customers' premises. Internet CNN NEWSROOM does not solve any
fundamental distribution problem in offering this long-term archive; however it recognizes that
users may be willing to accept lower performance when taking advantage of special features. In
particular, Internet CNN NEWSROOM provides rapid access to recent video segments through
local caching servers, but much slower access to older clips that are pulled out of the archive.
These clips must be sent over the Internet from the NMIS video archive to the customer site on
demand, and it is likely that it will take significantly longer than the actual length of the video
clip to transmit it to the customer. However, the ability to search large video archives in a fine-
grained manner is likely to be valuable enough to a user to make up for the time spent waiting for
the clip; the current alternative of requesting a video tape in the mail takes at least an order of
magnitude longer than waiting for a clip to be transmitted. The value of this improvement in
ability to access video clips from the archive is dependent on the application that the digital
video news magazine system is being used for; in Internet CNN NEWSROOM's case, it could be
quite valuable for teachers to be able to use content based on when it fits in to their curriculum
rather than when CNN broadcasts it.
3.5 Comparison of End-User Costs
Delivery Caching Fixed Ongoing
Method Cost Server Cost cost/Machine costs/month
Internet CNN -$1200/month 6 $4000 $250 None
NEWSROOM (T 1)
CNN at Work cable access $4995 + None $12/machine
rates, or monitor
satellite dish
lease price
NBC Desktop Included in None Xing MPEG $1,750 for 5
Video monthly fees Decoder Card machines,
(-$300) $250/extra
machine
Time Warner Included as None None $1.95-$5.95
FSN Trial part of
television
service
Table 4: Interactive Video News Services' Costs
The costs associated with the different interactive services examined here vary greatly. There are
both one-time initial costs and ongoing costs associated with the services. Internet CNN
NEWSROOM is unique among the services examined here in that there is no ongoing cost.
Unfortunately, Internet CNN NEWSROOM requires significant networking and MPEG decoding
equipment. These costs are proportional to the number of users of the service; each client
computer must have an MPEG decoding card, and the local area network must be capable of
supporting the bandwidth presented by the maximum number of simultaneous users. The wide-
area network connection required is also proportional to the number of simultaneous users as it is
6 Note that since the delivery method used is the Internet, the delivery method (a TI in this case)
is useful for other purposes, and may already be installed.
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used to retrieve the results when a user searches the Internet CNN NEWSROOM library of video
content.
CNN at Work has a relatively low one-time initial cost because of its use of software video
decompression and local area multicast for video distribution. Assuming that a business already
has an ethernet local area network and sound cards in their computers, the only pieces of
equipment that must be obtained to begin using the CNN at Work service is the CNN at Work
system from Intel and a satellite video feed. Because these costs are not a function of the number
of users that will be able to use the service, the impact of the initial cost can be quite small if the
number of potential users is large. CNN at Work also has a relatively low monthly cost: $12 per
month per user.
NBC Desktop Video is targeted at financial institutions where immediate knowledge of breaking
news can be very important. It is the most expensive service examined here; the monthly cost of
$1,750 per month for up to five client workstations and an additional $250 per month for each
client workstation beyond five is significantly more than any other service. NBC Desktop Video
client workstations must have a Xing MPEG decoder card; this is the primary initial cost for the
service at approximately $300 per client workstation.
Time Warner's Full Service Network trial in Orlando is an interesting case in terms of cost. Its
overall cost is the lowest among the services examined here, but Time Warner is conducting a
trial and is almost certainly losing large amounts of money in the service offering. While it is
possible that interactive news services could be offered at the low price level that Time Warner is
offering in their trial, significant scale will need to be achieved to make interactive news service
offerings at this price profitable.
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4. Conclusion
As Internet CNN NEWSROOM has demonstrated, interactive digital video news magazines
based on open standards are feasible today. Unfortunately, today's digital distribution
infrastructure is very limited. This infrastructure, however, appears to be on the verge of
dramatically improving. Driven by applications such as video on demand that are seen today as
being the "killer applications" of the information superhighway, high speed digital networks are
being deployed to homes and businesses. Unlike the television or telephone networks deployed
before them, the new digital networks are generalizable; multiple types of applications can be
supported on these high speed networks at the same time. The deployment of this type of
network to homes and businesses will enable new applications that have not yet been envisioned.
It is unclear whether the applications that are commonly cited as the reason for deploying these
networks will in the end be the ones that are actually able to pay for them; some early indications
are that they are not and that in fact news on demand may play a bigger role than anticipated[2].
4.1 The Future of Digital Video News Systems
Digital video "news on demand" services are likely to evolve in several different directions. One
direction will be as a substitute for the nightly news. General news topics will be in the system
and users will be able to select the news stories that they want to see. News on demand is likely
to further evolve into a system that remembers what segments a user has watched in the past and
predicts what segments the user is likely to want to watch in the future, resulting in customized
news casts.
Another direction that digital video "news on demand" systems are likely to take is the more
archival model required for research. As a large library of on-line news clips accumulates over
time, it could be very useful in conducting research on events in the past. Research could also be
conducted in support of research of more recent events; many small countries use CNN as their
"intelligence agency"; a searchable library of news clips could provide information to support
analysis.
Another effect that wide-spread "news on demand" deployment would have is more societal. In
traditional news dissemination, editors have determined what news stories are important and
have put those stories on the "front page" or as the first story in a news cast. News on demand
systems essentially allow the end-user to decide what news stories they watch. It will be
interesting to see if, when given the choice, users tend to watch nothing but, e.g., the OJ Simpson
trial and become unaware of what is going on in the world around them or if they will continue to
watch a variety of stories.
4.2 Future Work
Internet CNN NEWSROOM shows that it is feasible today to create effective multimedia using
open, Internet-based tools such as the World Wide Web. The major equipment needed to create
content like Internet CNN NEWSROOM, namely MPEG compression and decompression
equipment, is falling rapidly in price, and it should be anticipated that there will be much more
multimedia (i.e., video) on the network in the near future.
Internet CNN NEWSROOM also, however, demonstrates that the current state of the digital
distribution infrastructure is not up to the job of delivering this multimedia content. One way to
solve this problem is to simply buy bigger and bigger "pipes" or data connections, increasing the
total throughput of the network until there is enough to send multimedia content. This approach,
however, is very expensive. Relatively little is known about what the best way of distributing
multimedia content on a network as large and as heterogeneous as the Internet. More general
distribution hierarchies than the one discussed in chapter two could be implemented and used by
multiple content sources to distribute information more efficiently. IP Multicast could
dramatically reduce the amount of bandwidth needed to distribute programs such as Internet
CNN NEWSROOM. In the long term, more bandwidth will need to be allocated to the Internet,
but there is much that can be done to make the current infrastructure a more efficient distribution
mechanism.
The use of the World Wide Web, and in particular its primary authoring language, html, placed
some restrictions on Internet CNN NEWSROOM's user interface. In particular, html's support
for arranging text around graphics is currently very primitive. The World Wide Web is an
extremely active area of research in both industry and academia, the restrictions that html placed
on Internet CNN NEWSROOM's user interface are unlikely to be in place for long. Further
work on the World Wide Web, such a standard way of supporting streaming data types such as
video, and the ability to create truly interactive content, are recognized needs in the World Wide
Web community and are the subject of current research.[1]
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